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**Materials and Methods**

**Elliptical Fourier transformation on the wing outlines:** We quantified wing shape and size (centroid size) characterizing outline contours by elliptical Fourier analysis (Kuhl and Giardina 1982; Ferson et al. 1985). In this method x and y coordinates of outline contours are first represented as a series of elliptical harmonics. These ellipses are then each defined as the sum of one sine and one cosine curves by decomposing a periodic continuous function implementing an extension of Fourier series. Fourier transform calculates four co-efficients for each harmonic which are eventually normalized to remove allometric variation (Kuhl and Giardina 1982). These normalized Fourier coefficients (EFDs) could be used as shape variables for further analyses.

We have photographed 156 specimens from 16 named taxa under Calinaga: 2 aborica, 5 avalokita, 3 bedoci, 43 brahma, 20 buddha, 5 buphonas, 25 davidis, 3 formosana, 5 funebris, 2 funeralis, 6 gautama, 6 lactoris, 8 lhatso, 13 naima, 2 pacifica, 8 sudassana. We photographed all these specimens in the Natural History Museum, UK. We used dorsal view of the right forewing and the ventral view of the left hindwing from the photographs of the specimens to avoid overlapping areas of forewing and hindwing in the pinned specimens. When necessary because of damage in the wings, we photographed opposite wings and mirrored it before digitizing wings. To obtain the outline contour, binarized wing images (black wings on white background) were used to acquire x, y coordinates of the wing outlines implementing R package ‘Momocs’ (Bonhomme et al. 2014). The outlines were then centered, scaled, aligned, and finally stacked (Fig SX1 a, c). Then we calibrated the minimum number of harmonics needed to define the wing outlines. We found EFDs from seven harmonics for forewing and 10 harmonics for hindwing delineating the wing outlines with 99% accuracy (Fig SX1 b, d). We used these EFDs of forewings and hindwings as two different datasets during statistical analyses. To obtain size components we estimated the centroid sizes from the scaled images implementing ‘Momocs’ (Bonhomme et al. 2014).

**Landmark based analysis for wing venation:** We used the same 156 specimen images to quantify venation patterns. Landmarks were placed at vein intersections around the cell of both fore- and hind- wings. We used 8 landmarks for both forewing and hindwing cells. All landmarks were digitized using TpsDig2 (Rohlf and Slice 2010). For both wings, landmark configurations were superimposed using a generalized Procrustes super-imposition (Rohlf and Slice 1990). The resulting coordinates in the tangent space were used as shape data. All morphometric and statistical analyses were conducted using R package ‘geomorph’ (Adams and Otarola-Castillo 2013) and ‘Momocs’ (Bonhomme et al. 2014). The two wings were analyzed separately in subsequent analyses.

**Statistical analyses:** Firstly, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on both EFDs of outlines (Fig X1) and Procrustes coordinates of vein junctions (Fig X2) for both forewing and hindwing. Further statistical analyses based on PCs were done only including those taxa which have at least 5 specimens each. To understand the extent of difference between mean wing shapes and venation across taxa we used the PCs cumulatively explaining 90% of the total variance to calculate the Euclidean distances in the morphospace between each butterfly
Wing colour pattern analyses: Forewing and hindwing upper side images resized to (300px × 300px) from the same 156 specimens were used for colour pattern analysis. We analyzed forewings and hindwings separately. In most of the participant taxa for both fore- and hindwing upper side colour patterns are mostly represented with dark background and interspersed light color patches. Therefore, we have chosen position of dark colour in the forewing and hindwing to extract wing colour patterns. To align images, we used an automated intensity-based registration method on two-dimensional raster objects associated with a colour thresholding procedure which requires RGB value and cutoff value inputs for each taxon to separate darker background from lighter colour patches. Wing colour patterns were extracted, aligned, and analyzed using the R package ‘patternize’ (Van Belleghem et al. 2018). Background noise in the wings that were co-extracted with the colour patterns were masked. Next, the registration procedure calculates transformations from all rasters to a target raster based on either intensity patterns. Raster stacks of specimens were taken for further analysis. Within taxon variation in the pattern were obtained and visualized as heatmaps by summing the separate binary raster stacks of forewing and hindwing (Fig SX8) using sumRaster function (Van Belleghem et al. 2018). Subsequently proportion of the background pattern compared to the total wing is calculated, using the patArea function for both forewing and hindwing of each taxa (Van Belleghem et al. 2018) (Fig SX8). Finally, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the transformed binary dataset obtained from raster of each sample (Fig X4). The PCA also provides visualization of the predicted colour pattern changes along the PC axis. To understand the extent of difference between mean colour patterns we used the PCs to calculate the Euclidean distances and estimated significance using randomized residual permutation procedure as stated in the geometric morphometry section (Collyer et al. 2015) (Table SX3). For the Euclidean distance,
relative area calculations, and heatmap visualization, we considered only those taxa which have at least 5 specimens each.

**Results**

**Wing outlines:** Principal component 1 based on the forewing EFDs exhibits shape changes of broad to narrow elongated wings with produced apical region explaining 52.7% of the total shape variation. PC2 of the forewing delineate the range from rounded tornal region with curved dorsum to more angular tornal region with flatter dorsum explaining 17.7% of the total shape variation (Fig X1a). PC1 of hindwings majorly describes the variation in the curve of termen region, explaining 39.9% of the total shape variation, whereas PC2 describes the range from narrow to broader wings, explaining 29.4% of the total shape variation (Fig X1b). Pairwise MANOVA result on the PCs exhibit show mostly significant differences in both forewing and hindwing mean shapes across taxa (Table SX1). The LDA predictions show major overlap [original taxa: predicted taxa] among *avalokita: brahma, gautama: brahma, naima: davidis,* and *avalokita: brahma* in forewing (Fig SX2). In the hindwing, LDA prediction show major overlaps among *avalokita: lhatso, gautama: brahma, lactoris: davidis,* and *sudassana: brahma* (Fig SX2). Transformation maps of forewings show major intra taxon variation within *brahma, funebris,* and *lhatso.* Hindwing does not exhibit similar extent of intra taxon variation as forewing. Pairwise comparison among forewing mean shapes show most shifts near termen and tornus region. In hindwing pairwise comparison changes in dorsum, tornus and costa region (Fig SX6).

**Venation configurations:** PCA on the forewing Procrustes coordinates exhibit 52.2% variation explained in the first two PC axes where shape changes along PC1 and PC2 show spatial compression and dilation in vein junctions with landmark 2, 3, 4, 5, (Fig X2a). In hindwing, first two PC axes explain 55.7% of the total shape variation and shape changes along first two PCs show shifts near vein junctions with landmark 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (Fig X2b). Pairwise MANOVA results show in forewing *lhatso* and *naima* are very distinct in mean venation pattern, while in hindwing gautama, naima and sudassana are the most distinct ones in mean shape. The LDA predictions show major overlap [original taxa: predicted taxa] among *avalokita: buddha, buphonas: davidis, gautama: buddha, lactoris: davidis* and *sudassana: brahma* in forewing (Fig SX3). In hindwing, the major overlaps are among *buddha: brahma, buphonas: davidis, gautama: davidis,* and *lactoris: davidis* (Fig SX3). Transformation map reflect the similar spatial shifts in landmark position as visualized in shape changes along PC axes (Fig SX7).

**Covariation between forewing and hindwing, and between outline and venation:** Covariation between forewing and hindwing outline shapes taking effects of size in consideration was low across all individuals (RV coefficient = 0.212, P<0.0001). First PLS axes explain 77.66% of the total covariation show clearly less correlation according to taxa (Fig SX4a). Correlation between forewing and hindwing centroid size is also low (R² = 0.05, P = .007) (Fig SX4b). Some taxa (*brahma, buddha, gautama* and *sudassana*) is with more variation in hindwing centroid size than forewing, whereas other taxa show more allometric relation between forewing and hindwing centroid size (Fig SX4b). Contrarily, landmark configurations describing venation patterns in forewing and hindwing show low covariation (RV coefficient = 0.186, P=0.0001), while the first PLS axes describing 49.63% of the total covariation show very high correlation (Fig SX5a). Similarly, centroid size of the cell region of the forewing and hindwing are also highly correlated (R² = 0.45, P<0.0001) (Fig SX5b). Covariation between outline EFDs and Procrustes co-ordinates delineating vein junctions is low across all individuals in both forewing (RV coefficient = 0.127, P<0.0001) and hindwing (RV
coefficient=0.08, \( P = 0.0002 \). First PLS axes explaining 69.66% and 69.12% of total covariation in forewing and hindwing respectively show low taxa specific correlations (Fig X3a, b).

**Colour patterns:**
We extracted the dark background surrounding the paler patches delineating wing patterns. In the PCA on forewing colour patterns, the first two axes exhibit changes in position of lighter patches (Fig X4a). In hindwing the first PC axes show presence or absence of a particular colour pattern phenotype rather than change in spatial distribution of interspersed lighter patches, which is shown along PC2 (Fig X4b). In the morphospace, we see a more constrained forewing colour pattern compared to variable and overlapping hindwing colour pattern across taxa. Pairwise MANOVA show significant differences in mean colour pattern between almost all taxa pair for both forewing and hindwing (Table SX3). Intra-taxon variation is shown in the heatmap visualization along with relative area of the dark background on the wing of each taxon (Fig SX8). These results show in forewing *davidis* and *lactoris* have relatively less dark background area along with larger light patches which is distinct than other taxa, while in hindwings *lactoris* and *ihatso* have the similar patterns.
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Fig X1: Forewing (a) and hindwing (b) morphospace plot (based on PCA on elliptical Fourier descriptors extracted from wing outlines); all the individuals are colour coded according to taxa. Predicted wing shapes show changes in outline shapes along principal components 1 and 2. In each plot Eigenvalues are representing relative variance explained by first five principal components (PCs). For the first two PCs the bars are dark and percentage of variation explained are indicated at termini of both axes.
Fig X2: Forewing (a) and hindwing (b) morphospace plot (based on PCA on Procrustes coordinates of landmarks on vein junction around cell region); all the individuals are colour coded according to taxa. Predicted shapes with transformation grid show changes in vein junctions along principal components 1 and 2. In each plot Eigenvalues are representing relative variance explained by first five principal components (PCs). For the first two PCs the bars are dark and percentage of variation explained are indicated at termini of both axes.
Cartoon of mean landmark configurations (light grey) and assemblage of landmarks from all the specimens (dark grey) for both forewing and hindwing are also shown.

Fig X3: Partial least square regression results showing covariation between outline shape predictors and wing venation landmarks around cell region in both forewing (a) and hindwing (b) for all individuals. All individuals are colour coded according to taxa. The PLS1 axes explain 69.66% and 69.12% of total variation in forewing (a) and hindwing (b).
Fig X4: PCA on raster stacks of dark background colour pattern in forewing (a) and hindwing (b). Predicted colour pattern changes along first two PC axes are also shown. In the cartoon, positive values presenting a higher predicted presence of the specific pattern are in red and negative values presenting the absence of the pattern are in blues.
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Fig SX1: Outline shape stacking of forewing (a) and hindwing (c). Boxplots showing cumulative harmonic power (harmonics required to accurately delineate a shape) for both forewing (b) and hindwing (d). Blue dotted line along the harmonics indicate the total number of harmonics chosen to define wing outline with harmonic power >0.90.
Fig SX2: LDA prediction across taxa based on PC axes cumulatively explaining more than 90% of total variation. In the matrix, the frequency of forewing (a) and hindwing (b) predictions are shown to exhibit taxa with overlapping wing outlines. Frequencies are colour coded as yellow-green-violet representing lower to higher frequencies.
Fig SX3: LDA prediction across taxa based on PC axes cumulatively explaining more than 90% of total variation. In the matrix, the frequency of forewing (a) and hindwing (b) predictions are shown to exhibit taxa with overlapping vein junctions in the cell region. Frequencies are colour coded as yellow-green-violet representing lower to higher frequencies.
Fig SX4: Partial least square on EFDs of wing outlines showing covariation between forewing and hindwing across individuals (a). The correlation between forewing and hindwing centroid size (b).
Fig SX5: Partial least square on EFDs of transformed coordinates of vein junction around cell region showing covariation between forewing and hindwing across individuals (a). The correlation between centroid size of cell region in forewing and hindwing (b).
Fig SX6: Pairwise mean shape comparison among all 16 taxa. In the matrix, lower and upper triangular halves represent the forewing and hindwing differences, respectively. Each half showing mean wing outline shape differences in a transformation map where in a scale of blue-yellow-red, area of wings with least or no changes are mapped blue and most variable regions are mapped red.
Fig SX7: Pairwise mean shape comparison among all 16 taxa based on mean landmark coordinates of vein junctions. In the matrix, lower and upper triangular halves represent the forewing and hindwing differences, respectively. Each half showing spatial differences of vein junctions around cell between each taxa pair, where one set of landmarks are orange (reference taxon) and the other set blue (comparing taxon).
Fig SX8: Quantification of dark background colour pattern in 11 taxa. Heatmaps demonstrate the consistency of colour pattern yellow indicating consistent presence of patterns and red-dark purple gradient indicating less consistent presence. The black areas represent the lighter interspersed patches. Mean and standard deviation of relative size (proportion of the wing) of background colour pattern are also shown.
Table SX1: Euclidean distances between the mean wing outline shape of 11 taxa. In the matrix lower and upper half represents forewing and hindwing, respectively. Significant distances are marked in bold. The significance of the distances was based on a MANOVA associated randomized residual permutation procedure.
Table SX2: Euclidean distances between the vein junction positions on the cell region of 11 taxa. In the matrix lower and upper half represents forewing and hindwing, respectively. Significant distances are marked in bold. The significance of the distances was based on a MANOVA associated randomized residual permutation procedure.
Table SX3: Euclidean distances between wing colour patterns of 11 taxa. In the matrix lower and upper half represents forewing and hindwing, respectively. Significant distances are marked in bold. The significance of the distances was based on a MANOVA associated randomized residual permutation procedure.